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Abstract 
It is shown for a non-identity automorphism ~ of a symmetric 2-(v, k, )~) design fixing f points 
that 
f<~¼(v+3k-6) if 1~1~>3, 
f~<3~(v+2k-4) if 1~1=2, 
where I:~1 denotes the order of c~. 
1. Introduction 
Felt [2] has shown that a non-identity automorphism of a non-trivial symmetric 
2-design fixes at most half the points. Feit's proof is quite complicated and an 
alternative proof using a combination of combinatorial and algebraic ideas, due to 
Wilbrink, is given in [3]. Here we present a short combinatorial proof of the result for 
automorphisms of order at least 3. 
Section 2 consists of definitions, terminology and some preliminary results on the 
number of points fixed by an automorphism of a symmetric 2-design. 
Section 3 contains upper bounds on the number of points fixed by a non-identity 
automorphism of a symmetric 2-design. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
A symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design is an incidence structure ~ with t, points and v blocks 
such that 
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(1) every block is incident with exactly k points, 
(2) every pair of distinct points are incident with exactly 2 blocks. 
The dual properties of (1) and (2) also hold. To exclude degenerate cases we assume 
that v > k > 2 > 0. 5~ is non-trivial if k # v -  1. 
If P and x are a point and block of ~, respectively, we write Pex if P and x are 
incident and PCx otherwise. Occasionally we abuse notation and write Pe~ to mean 
P is a point of ~. 
The complement ~c of @ is a symmetric 2-(v', k', 2') design with v '= v, k '=  v -k  and 
2 '=v-2k+2 and incidence given by Pex in ~c if and only ifPCx in @. We note that 
either k > 22 or k' > 22'. 
An automorphism ~ of a symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design @ is an mapping of the points 
onto the points and the blocks onto the blocks which preserves incidence. We denote 
the order of ~ by ]ct [. If R is a point or block of @ we denote the image of R under c~ by 
RL R is fixed by ct, or ct fixes R, if R '=R otherwise R is moved by ct. The orbit R (~) of 
R is the set {R~': ieT/}. The size of R <~> is called the length of the orbit of R. The 
following two standard results can be found in [3]. 
Lemma 2.1. If ct is an automorphism ofa symmetric 2-design then the number of points 
fixed by ~ is equal to the number of blocks fixed by ~. 
Lemma 2.2. If c~ is an automorphism of a symmetric 2-design then for all n e H the 
number of point orbits of length n is equal to the number of block orbits of length n. 
For any point P we denote the number of blocks fixed by ~ and incident with P by ap. 
We have the following result. 
Lemma 2.3. If ot is an automorphism ofa symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design ~ fixing f points 
then 
fk= ~ ae. 
Pe~ 
Proof. Count incident pairs (P, x) with P any point of ~ and x any block fixed by cc 
For each point P there are ae choices for x so the number of pairs is EP~ap.  
Alternatively, by Lemma 2.1 there are f choices for x and then k choices for P, so the 
number of pairs is fk. The result follows. [] 
Corollary 2.4. If a is an automorphism ofa symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design @ fixing f points 
then 
ae>~ fk -  2(v- f), 
where ~ is the set of points fixed by ct. 
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Proof. Let P be a point moved by ~. Then any block x incident with P and fixed by 
:~ is also incident with P'. Since there are exactly 2 blocks incident with P and P~ then 
ap ~< 2. Thus Y~e¢o~ ae <~ 2(v - f )  and the result follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.5. Let ~ be an automorphism ofa symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design ~ f ix ingf points. 
(i) l f  ~ has order at least 3 then v -  f >~ 3(k -  2t. 
(ii) /f:~ has order 2 then v - . f  >~ 2(k -  2). 
Proof. (i) Since ~ has order at least 3 there is an orbit of length at least 3. Thus by 
Lemma 2.2 there is a point Q such that Q, Q" and Q'~ are all distinct. Any block fixed 
by e and incident with one of Q, Q" or Q~ must be incident with all three of Q, Q" and 
Q'~. Suppose there are exactly t blocks incident with Q, Q~ and Q'~, then each of the 
points Q, Q" and Q'~ is incident with k -22  + t blocks moved by ~ not on the other 
two, and any pair of them are incident with at least 2 - t  blocks moved by :~. Hence, 
v-  f >>, 3 (k -  22 + t) + 3(2 - t )= 31k-  ),). 
(ii) For any point Q moved by ~, each of Q and Q" is on at least k -  2 blocks moved 
by ~ not on both of Q and Q~. Hence v- f>.2(k - ; t ) .  
Lemma 2.5 may suggest for an automorphism of prime order p that v- f>~ p(k -  2) 
although the author knows of no proof of this. For p > 2 Feit [2] has shown that 
v- f>~4p(k -2) / (p+ 1)whilst in [1] the author has shown that v- f>~p(k -½(p-  l),i) 
both of which agree with Lemma 2.5 when p = 3. The proofs of these two bounds are 
more involved than the proof of Lemma 2.5 and are not required here. 
3. Upper bounds on the number of fixed points 
Theorem 3.1. Let ~ be an automorphism of a symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design ~. l[ [~l>>-3 
then 
f~  ¼(v+3k-6) .  
Proof. Since 1~1/> 3 there is a point or block Q of ~ with [Q<~>I ~ 3 and by Lemma 2.2 
we may assume that Q is a point. Since the result is clearly true when f= 0, we may 
assume that there is a point P fixed by ~. 
Let Q0, Q1 and Qz be any three distinct points in the orbit of Q. Denote by ~ the set 
{Qo,Q1,Q2}, by st, the number of blocks on P and all of the points of 2 and by s~, 
ti=O, 1, 2) the number of blocks on P and the points °~'x{Qi}. Observe that if a block 
fixed by c~ is incident with P and a point of ~ then it is incident with all of the points in 
~. Hence, by considering the blocks moved by c~ incident with P and a point of ~, we 
get 
k-ap>~ 3(2 -sp) -s° -s~-sZp.  
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Thus, 
ap<~k-3(2-se)+s°+s~ ,. 
Summing over all fixed points P gives 
ae<.f(k-32)+ ~ (3se+s°+s~,+s2). (1) 
P f ixed  P f ixed 
Let t be the number of blocks incident with all of the points of .~. There are at most 
k -  3 points fixed by ~ incident with any block on all of the points of.~. Thus counting 
incident pairs (P, x) with P fixed by ~ and x incident with all of the points of ~ in two 
different ways gives 
y" sp<~t(k-3)<~t(k-2). (2) 
P f ixed  
There are 2 - t  blocks on -~\{Qo} and each of these blocks is incident with at most 
k -  2 points fixed by c¢. Thus counting incident pairs (P, x) with P fixed by ~ and x on 
-~\{Qo} in two different ways gives 
s°<~(2-t)(k-2). (3) 
P f ixed  
Similar counts give 
sae <~ (2-t)(k- 2), (4) 
P f ixed 
and 
s~<~(2-t)(k-2). (5) 
P f ixed  
Combining inequality (1) with inequalities (2)-(5) and simplifying the result gives 
ae % f (k -  32) + 32(k- 2). 
P f ixed  
By Corollary 2.4 
ae>~ fk - (v -  f) 2, 
P f ixed  
and so 
f k - (v - f )2  <~ f (k -  32) + 32(k- 2). 
Simplifying this inequality gives the result. [] 
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Corollary 3.2. Let ~ be an automorphism ofa non-triL, ial symmetric 2-(t,, k, 2) design 9. 
([ ]~1~>3 then f <½v 
Proof. Since ~ is also an automorphism of @c fixing the same points, then replacing 
@ with its complement, if necessary, we may assume that k > 22. Suppose that .l'>~½ v.
then v - f~<f  and so by Lemma 2.5(i) f>~3(k-2). Also by Theorem 3.1 
.[~ ¼(v + 3k - 6) ~< ¼(2f + 3k - 6). 
Simplifying this inequality gives f ~ ½(3k-6). Comparing the two bounds for f gives 
3(k-2)-,,<½(3k-6) and so k~2(2-1) ,  contradicting k>22. Thus ]'<½v. F~ 
Theorem 3.1 excludes automorphisms of order 2. In this case we have the following 
result. However, this is not sufficient together with Lemma 2.5(ii) to verify Feit's result 
in all cases. 
Theorem 3.3. Let :t be an automorphism of a symmetric' 2-(v, k, 2) design 9. If I~[ = 2 
then 
f~<~(v+2k-4) .  
Proof. Since the result is clearly true when f= 0 we may assume that there is a point 
P fixed by ~. Let Q be a point moved by a and Sp be the number of blocks incident with 
all of P, Q and Q'. Since any block incident with P and exactly one of Q or Q" is moved 
by a then the number of blocks moved by ct incident with P is at least 2 (2 -  Sp). Hence 
ap <~ k - -  22 + 2sp and so 
ap<<,f(k-22)+2 ~, sp. (6) 
P f ixed P f ixed 
Counting incident pairs (P,x) with P fixed by ~ and x incident with Q and Q" gives 
Se<~2(k-2). (7) 
P f ixed 
Combining (6) and (7) gives 
ap <~ f (k -  22)+ 22(k-  2). 
P f ixed 
By Corollary 2.4 
ae>~ fk - (v - f )  2, 
P f ixed 
124 
and so 
f k -  (v -  f )2  <~ f (k -  22) + 22(k -  2). 
Simpli fying this inequal i ty  gives the result. 
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